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GENERAL NOTES
“Kaleidoscope” can be performed without the slides, as a quartet for voice, violin, cello,
and piano. In this case, any indication on the score concerning lights should be
disregarded. The others indications concern the general mood of the piece and should be
considered.
The original slides can be requested from the composer, who owns them. Each performer,
including the two slide projector operators, should read from the full score. Therefore, six
copies of the score are needed for a performance. When theater spotlights are employed,
either a cue should be given to the spotlight operator, or a seventh score is needed for the
operator.
Individual lights should be attached to the stands of the performers, so that they may be
turned on and off quickly, according to the score directions. The positions of the
performers and the two projector screens on the stage can vary from performance to
performance. In general, theatrical effects such as colors of lights, dress of the performer,
and some body movements can be experimented at will. “Kaleidoscope” could also be
choreographed.
Any voice which meets the range requirements of the piece may be employed. Soprano
voice, however, is preferred.
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